
Commonly-Used Type Fonts for Instrument Panels and Placards 
 
By the end of WW II, virtually all instrument panel marking and placarding had become “sans-
serif” Helvetica lettering for easier photo- and screen-printing, fewer quality issues, and faster text 
recognition. The sans-serif type fonts used in the creation of Birddogs’ instrument placards, 
labels, and cabin nomenclature have varied slightly over the years.   
 
Initially, the sans-serif Helvetica font family was used almost exclusively. Later, as the type-
setting and graphic arts industry moved away from Helvetica because of copyright and licensing 
issues, Univers became the sans-serif family of choice for most government and many industrial 
applications. Similar to Helvetica, few noticed the change. Finally, with the advent of personal 
computers, (mostly) adequate type-setting without a dedicated, royalty-paid-fonts type-setting 
machine means the most commonly used font family for sans-serif placards has become Arial. 
This paragraph has been set in Arial. 
 
So, for the Birddog: 
 

Early-to-Mid ProductionYears (’51-’56): 
Helvetica / Helvetica Condensed  –  Bolded as needed. 

This is Helvetica 12 pt.   This is Helvetica Condensed 12 pt. 
This is Helvetica Bold 12.   This is Helvetica Condensed Bold 12. 
This is Helvetica Black 12 pt.  This is Helvetica Condensed Black 12 pt. 
 

 
 
Late-Mid to End-of-Production Years and Factory “G” Updates (’57-’63, ’65-‘70): 

Univers / Universe Condensed  –  Bolded as needed. 

This is Univers 12 pt.   This is Univers Condensed 12 pt. 
This is Univers Bold 12.   This is Univers Condensed Bold 12. 
This is Univers Black 12. Univers Condensed Black 12. 

 
 
Today’s Easiest Font to Use When Placarding and Making Labels: 

Arial / Arial Condensed  –  Bolded as needed. 
(Native in most Windows-OS systems, many Mac-OS systems) 

This is Arial 12 pt.   This is Arial Condensed 12 pt. 
This is Arial Bold 12.   This is Arial Condensed Bold 12. 
This is Arial Black 12.   This is Arial Condensed Black 12. 

 
A good starting point size for instrument panel labeling is 14 pts. Adjust up/down to meet your 
preferences. Consistency of size is important, but legibility is of first priority.  

 
Regardless of font family selected, unless you’re using the condensed version of the font, be 
prepared to reduce the space between letters for the best use of available space and rapid 
recognition. This inter-letter spacing is called “tracking” in most computer applications.  
 
“Track” more tightly to reduce space between letters and fit more characters to the same space. 
“Track” more tightly to reduce space between letters and fit more characters to the same space – like this. 
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